MANUAL WORKFLOW FOR AUTHORS

1. Article is accepted for publication
2. Rights Link informs authors about the funding possibility
3. Authors manually seek funding in Rights Link
4. Authors apply discounts
5. Charges are discounted
6. Authors receive order confirmations

+ Authors pay the discounted APC
+ Institutions are not engaged in the process at any of the steps
An author has an article accepted for publication:

- If metadata matches an existing agreement the author is contacted.

- Metadata is based on title data and agreement information sent to the Rightslink by the publisher and the corresponding author’s Ringgold ID or email domain.

- The agreement determines which journals are eligible (eg. Complete Journal Package).
Response Required: Complete your De Gruyter Open Access Transaction

Dear Dr. Han Zhang,

Congratulations on being accepted for publication in Nanophotonics for the following manuscript:

Manuscript DOI: 10.1515/nanoph-2021-0085
Manuscript ID: NANO-2100085.R1
Manuscript Title: Magnetic Black Phosphorus Microbubbles for Targeted Tumor Theranostics
Published by: Walter de Gruyter GmbH

Your article has been accepted in a full open access journal, so you need to place an open access order to continue with publication. You may be aware that there are possibly costs associated with publishing your article. Please note that your institution may have an agreement with De Gruyter to reduce or eliminate your publication charges.

‘Please note that your institution may have an agreement with DG to reduce or eliminate your publication charges.’
3. AUTHORS MANUALLY SEEK FUNDING IN RIGHTS LINK

Apply Discounts

Be sure to review and update your information provided below and/or enter promo codes. Once you Save your entries, your charges estimate will reflect any author discounts applied.

Affiliation Discount:

No Discount

Your institution

- virginia commonwe
- Virginia Commonwealth University
- Virginia Commonwealth University Bookstore
- Virginia Commonwealth University Division of Nephrology
- Virginia Commonwealth University Center for the Study of Tobacco Products
- Virginia Commonwealth University Center on Society and Health

Enter

Close Apply Discounts
4. AUTHORS APPLY DISCOUNTS

Apply Discounts

Be sure to review and update your information provided below and/or enter promo codes. Once you Save your entries, your charges estimate will reflect any author discounts applied.

Affiliation Discount: 225.00 EUR

Your Institution
Virginia Commonwealth University

Promotion Code Discount: No Discount

Enter a promo code

Total discounts: 225.00 EUR
5. CHARGES ARE DISCOUNTED
Thank you for submitting your article processing charge!

Dear [Author Name],

Thank you for submitting your Walter De Gruyter GmbH article processing charge through Copyright Clearance Center’s RightsLink service. This notice is a confirmation that your order was successful.

Click here to access your transaction details and publisher terms and conditions.

When you click the link above you will be required to log in with your RightsLink account credentials. Also, if you are forwarding this information to your institution, most require both a copy of your order confirmation page (a print friendly version is available online) and a copy of your invoice. Invoices are generated every 2 hours, so a link to a PDF of your invoice will arrive under separate cover within 2 hours.

Transaction Summary:
Order Date: [Date]
Order Number: [Number]
Primary Author: [Name]